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W

	
  hen Life Cried Out is a courageous woman’s amazing

adventure as she surrendered to the Spiritual to
discover what life and self-love are all about. Trapped in a loveless marriage, Paddy
Fievet experienced more dark nights than she did Light. Instead of knowing who she
was from a spiritual, innate truth, she spent most of her time living as others wished her to live. In
utter despair one stormy night, she dropped to her knees in prayer. With complete earnest, she asked
God to eliminate everything in her life that was standing in the way of her spirituality. It was quite a
brave prayer.
Within two months, everything in Paddy’s life began to fall apart. Her marriage exploded,
friendships suddenly faded, and she was asked to leave her church. In just two years, she lost her
house, felt the need to leave her community of thirty years, and realized that long-held interests no
longer had any meaning. Agoraphobic as well as battling an intense panic attack disorder, Paddy
began to seek help by turning to intuition to access the wisdom of the Divine. In meditation, she
would write her question, and then while in a dreamlike state write the answer she intuited. It turned
out to be the best psychology she ever experienced.
For the next six years, Paddy Fievet traveled back and forth to Belgium. During this time, she was
intuitively led to go to Ireland, where she had her first mystical experience while meditating at the
ruins of a sanctuary. She uncovered profound feminine anger in Malta, learned how anger can be
quite constructive in Crete, and experienced how powerfully each of us is connected to the Divine in
our lives when we openly surrender instead of forcefully trying to micromanage and manipulate the
process. During a visit to the former concentration camps Auschwitz and Berkinow, Paddy Fievet’s
insightful experiences were quite profound; they touch the soul of the reader in ways unimaginable.
As a result of those visits, long held psychological issues flooded out from the depths of her soul.
While meditating inside the Great Pyramid, she not only understood absolute Divine power, but
witnessed how each of us has a choice as to how we utilize this Divinity.
In the last chapter of When Life Cried Out, Paddy Fievet is forced to realize that her spiritual
awakening travels are over. The most profound inner wisdom has been realized: Love is not
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something you seek outside of yourself. It is already within each of us, innate to our origin. As the
reader journey with the author through fearful agoraphobia experiences, profound metaphysical
escapades, and mystical revelations, the adventure turns prophetic as it touches hearts. The story not
only speaks to the courage of spiritual seekers, but also insightful passages remain within the soul of
the reader long after the book has been completed. It is a must-read for anyone who seeks to
understand life at higher levels.
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